Waterfowl Kill by Cree Hunters of the Hudson Bay Lowland, Ontario’
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ABSTRACT: From 1974 to 1976 annualinterviews were conducted with9756 of male Indian potentialhunters at James Bay and Hudson Bay coastal
villages to determine waterfowl kill. Sampleinterviews were conducted at inland villages. Of those interviewed at coastalcommunities, 87% hunted
waterfowl. The mean yearly take of all species ranged from 55 to 145 birds per hunter. Lesser Snow Geese and large Canada Geese were the main
prey, averaging 38 350 and 23 152 birds shot per year, respectively. Small numbers of other goose species were taken. The duck kill averaged 22
715. Eighty percent of the large Canada Goose kill occurred in spring; 76% of Snow Geese were taken in fall. Considerable inter-year variation in
total kill occurred. The take for the highest kill year (1975-76) exceeded-that for the lowest (1976-77) by 61% for Snow Geese and 34% for large
Canada Geese; the spring kill was particularly variable. The kill of Snow Geese has apparently increased by a factor of 2, and that of large Canada
apportioned among separately
Geese by a factor of 3, since the mid-1950s. Through analysis of band recoveries, the kill was determined to have been
managed stocks. The Indian kill made up approximately 13% of the total hunting kill of the Tennessee Valley Population, 9% of the Mississippi
Valley Population, and 7% of Hudson Bay Lesser Snow Geese.
Key words: Indian wildlife kill, waterfowl harvest, Hudson Bay Lowland, Cree
RBSUMÉ: De 1974 b 1976, nous avons interviewd chaque a n d e 97% des chasseurs indiens males possibles dans les villages côtiers de la baie
d’Hudson et de la baie James, en Ontario, ainsi que dans villages inttrieurs servant d’dchantillons, afin de ddterminer le nombre d’oiseaux marins
tuts. Quartre-vingt-septpour cent des hommes interviewes dans les communauth c ô t i h s faisaient la chasse aux oiseaux
marins. Le nombre annuel
moyen de proies comptanttoutes les espkces variaitentre 55 et 145 oiseaux parchasseur dans divers villages. Les oies blanches detaille inferieure et
les bernaches canadiennes de grosse taille ttaient les proies principales, moyennant38 350 et 23 152 oiseaux tir& par annde. respectivement.
D’autres espces d’oies ttaient prises en petites quantitts. Une moyenne de 22 715 canards furent aussi tuts. Quartre-vingt pour cent de la prise de
grosses bernaches canadiennes s’effectuaitau printemps et 76% des oies blanches dtaient tu6es
en automne. Le nombre total d’oiseauxtu& variait de
façon considkrable d’annk. Le plus haut pourcentage (1975-76) excMait le pourcentage le moins 6levt (1976-77) de 61% pour l’oie blanche et de
34% pour les grosses bernaches, les variations printannikres itant particulibrement marquees. Les prises d’oies blanches semblent avoir doublt, et
celles de bernachessemblent-avoirtriplk, depuis le milieu des anntes ‘50. Au moyen de l’analyse du retour de bagues, lesprises ont ttt rtparties parmi des groupes stpadment contr4lts. Les prises indiennes formaientenviron 13% de la chasse totale de la population dela vallde du Tennessee, 9%
de la population de la v a l k du Mississippi, et 7% des oies blanches de taille infdrieure dans la baie d’Hudson.
.Mots cles: prises de chasse d’animaux sauvages par les Indiens, prises de chasse parmi les oiseaux marins, terres basses de la baie d’Hudson
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.

caerulescens) and various species of ducks are killed annually
during spring andfall migrations. Lesser numbers of small
Quantitative knowledge of the kill of game animals by Cana- Canada Geese (Branta canadensis hutchinsii), Atlantic Brant
dian Native people has been scarce despite the ,often substan- (Branta bernicla hrotu), and Ross’s Geese (Anser rossii) are
tial numbers taken andthe consequent importance for effective taken. The large Canadas come principally from the Mississipmanagement of wildlife populations. The Cree of northern On- pi Flyway and represent three separately managed stocks tario are not sampled in government surveys oflicensed
the Tennessee Valley Population (TVP), the Mississippi
hunters (Boyd, 1977; Finney, 1979), and because they live in Valley Population (MVP), and the Eastern Prairie Population
scattered villages in the remote Hudson Bay Lowland, it is (EPP). Small numbers also come from the Atlantic Flyway.
hard to collect data.
The Snow Geese are from the Hudson Bay population, and
Since at least 1800, waterfowl have been of prime impor- ducks use the Atlantic and Mississippi Flyways. (See Bellrose,
tance to the Cree Indians living in coastal areas of James Bay 1976 for ranges of these populations.)
and Hudson Bay in Ontario (Rogers, 1966). Wild game conThe most recently published estimates of waterfowl kill in
tinues to provide a significant part of the Cree diet,and water- the region are more than 20 years old (Hanson and Currie,
fowl form the largest component (Hanson and Gagnon, 1964; 1957). Because ofcontinuing changes in numbers and patterns
J.P. Prevett, pers. obs.). Hanson and Currie (1957) described of Cree hunting and trapping, and because the relevant stocks
the pattern of Indian waterfowl hunting in the Lowland giving are now being managed more intensively, it is prudent to renumbers and species of geese involved; much of their descrip- examine their kill of waterfowl. Our objectives were to detertion remains accurate today.
mine the current magnitude and species composition of the
Large numbers of large Canada Geese (Branta canadensis kill, to apportion the Canada Goose kill among the populations
interior), Lesser Snow Geese (Anser
caerulescens
involved, and to assess the impact on these stocks.
INTRODUCTION
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METHODS

We attempted to interview every male 15 years of age or
older living in the coastal villages on the James and Hudson
Bay coasts of Ontario, wheremost of the waterfowl huntingin
the Lowland takes place (Fig. 1). We drew
up lists of names of
hunters from avariety of sources, no single one of which listed
all inhabitants of a village, and consulted long-time residents
to complete the lists. With hired interpreters we systematically
canvassed each community until all individuals on the list had
been contacted or we learned that someone hadnot hunted.
The initial interview period was mid-June (1975 to 1977) but
follow-up visits, usuallyinJuly or August, were needed to
complete the interviews. We asked each hunter how many of
each species he killed that spring and the preceding fall, as
well as the number of days he hunted in each period.
Because of the large heterogeneous populations of Moosonee and Moose Factory, it was particularly difficult to compile
lists of potential hunters. The fall kill was determined from
results of the Moose River check stations which contacted all
hunters from the two villages during the legal hunting season.
Estimates of the spring kill wereobtained by hiring local
interpreter-interviewers to contact as many hunters as possible. Results were extrapolated for spring hunters not interviewed, based on check station data on the number of Treaty
Indians hunting in fall. The fall kill also was adjusted upward

to account for the preseason kill by Treaty Indians, using
figures for each species calculated from the interview sample
in June (who were also asked about their fall kill).
Interviews werenot possible at Ft. Severn in 1976, and only
a sample of hunters was interviewed in 1975. The 1975results
were extrapolated for hunters not interviewed, and estimates
for 1976 were calculated by applying the ratio of kill of each
species between Winiskand Ft. Severn for 1975and 1977.
The numbers of hunters and pattern of kill are very similar at
these two villages on the Hudson Bay coast.
The waterfowl kill on the coasts is far higher than inland
(Hanson and Currie, 1957). Nonetheless, although kills at individual communities areusually not large, considerablenumbers of ducks and large CanadaGeese are shot at interior
villages. All of these villages are located south of the Lowland's boundary (i.e. the limit of marine submergence). We
include their kill estimates here because they harvest from the
same waterfowl stocks taken by hunters from Lowland communities.
Up to 1974-75 a sample of hunters at mostinland communities reported on by Hanson and Currie (1 957) was interviewed by Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR)
personnel. However, the number of active hunters not interviewed was not determined. Following the procedure of Hanson and Currie (1957) we extrapolated the total kill by multi-
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plying the mean reported kill for 1970-75 at each village by the
proportion of active trappers (Carlson, 1979) not interviewed.
Most able-bodied menin these communities hold trapping
licenses (M. Eliuk, pers. comm. 1980), so although afew nontrappers may havehunted
waterfowl, the effect on
kill
estimates is minimal. In the few
cases where numbers interviewed also were not recorded, we used theaverage correction
factor for all inland villages.
The proportions of Canada Geese killed in spring and summer assignable to each goose population were estimated by
analyzing band recoveries from the villages. Bands applied at
winter refuges were weighted according to winter inventory
figures for these locations. Only direct recoveries from posthunting season bandings recovered from Aprilto August were
used. Fall recoveries from sport hunters and Indians are difficult to distinguish. We have assumed that the percents assignable to eachpopulation are similar in spring and fall.
Weighted recoveries from
each
goose population were
summed for each village or group of villages, and the percent
of
the
total
kill originating fromeach
population were
calculated. Details and data used in the procedure can be obtained directly from Lumsden.
Although no bands have been collected at Ft. Severn since
1966, and few in the interior villages in the 1970s, EPP geese
were taken by Indians in western Ontario for many years and
there is no reason to believe that changes in the distribution of
this population have occurred since the late 1960s. Therefore
we used figures from the banding period 1962-63 to 1966-67.
Canada Geese from unexpected locations or belonging to
populations which are not banded are also killed in northern
Ontario. Theirpresence in the kill makes it impossible to
derive anestimate of total harvest from band recoveries alone,
andslightlyinflatestheportionofthe
kill assigned to each
banded population.
To assess the significance of the Indian kill to the various
stocks, where possible we examined the kills with respect to
numbers of geese and the magnitudeof the total kill. However,

relevant figures were not available for all populations. The
TVP mean harvest estimates for 1974-76 were compiled by
adding to the mean Indian kill the Canadian Wildlife Service
kill estimates for Zone 1 and that part of Zone 2 lying west of
79"W in Ontario. To this we have added the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service kill estimates for the relevant states according
to thefollowing formula:Pennsylvania - 4500 per year
(Hartman, pers. comm. 1981); 62% of the Michigan Canada
Goose kill (Martz, pers. cornm. 1981); Ohio - 66% (Bednarik, pers. comm. 1981); Indiana - 50%; Alabama 1 0 0 % ; and Tennessee - 50% for 1974 and 1975. In 1976
harsh weather forced large numbers of MVP geese south into
western Tennessee, almost quadruplingthe normal kill of this
population (Fox,pers. comm. 1981). There is no evidence that
the TVP kill was higher than normal in 1976. Therefore, in
1976 we used the average kill of TVP geesefor 1974 and 1975
and assigned the remainder to the MVP kill. A few TVP geese
are taken in Kentucky, Wisconsin,and Illinois, but the number
is small and has been ignored.
On migration, the MVP now largely by-passes southwestern
Ontario. Band recoveries suggest that often less than lo00
geese are nowbeingtaken by sport hunters in Ontario. To
estimate theFlyway harvest, weused I O 0 0 for the Ontario
sport hunter kill and added the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
harvest estimates with the following fomula: 100% for
Wisconsin, Illinois and Kentucky as compiled by Rusch et al.
(1981); 50% for Indiana; 22% for Michigan; and 50% for
Tennessee, adjusted for the exceptional kill of 1976 as indicated above.
RESULTS

Participation in Hunting

We were successful in interviewing 97% ofpotential
hunters each year in the coastal communities (Table I ) . The
proportion which actually hunted waterfowl was high at each
village. In each village more hunters wereactive in spring than

TABLE 1 . Participation in waterfowl hunting by male Cree at coastal villages in Hudson Bay Lowlands of Ontario, 1974- 1976'
Potential
Hunters2
Village
Ft . Severn4
Winisk
Attawapiskat
Kashechewan
Ft. Albany
TOTAL

%
%
Interviewed
Spring
Active

100
95 98

50

50
98
96
94
87

196
140
134
570

100
95
85
87
81

97

%Hunting
Mean
Active

100
98
95
94
96

Fall

Spring

90
94
86
84
76

8
I1
9
13
11
10

85

No. Days3
Total
Fa11

9
13

IO
15
13
12

17
24
19
28
24
22

'Mean of 3 yr. Figures for Moosonee-Moose Factory are not included since only a sampleof known active hunters wereinterviewed.
2
Defined as all males 15 yr old or older, except sick or disabled persons, people away during the hunting season, and men over
65 yr of age who no longer hunted.
31ncludes some hunters e 15 yr old.
4
Data available only for 1977.
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in fall. Altogether, an average of 87% ofpotential hunters
took part in the hunt.
Theamount of time spent hunting varied widely among
hunters, ranging at most localities from oneday to two months
or more for both spring and fall. Longerperiods represent
hunters based at family camps on the coast, and are approximate since huntingprobablydidnot
occur every day. The
average time spent hunting was similar in spring and fall (10
days in spring, 12 in fall) and the mean number of days
reported hunting was roughly similar at the different villages.
Therewere no important inter-year differences in times or
seasonal patterns among villages.
Composition, Size, and Seasonal Patterns of Kill

Table 2 shows the average seasonal kill of each species at
each coastal community, and all inland locations together, for
the three years of study. On the coast geese made up 77% of
the total waterfowl bag. Just over halfof the total kill was
Snow Geese,averagingover 38 OOO birds taken per year.
Large Canada Geese were next in importance, the average of
23 OOO comprising 30% of thetotal kill by numbers. However, sharp seasonal differences were apparent in kill compositionof these two species. Eightypercent of the large

relative sizes of spring and fall kills - 72% of the total inland
waterfowl kill occurred in spring, compared to 41 % on the
coast.
Other species of geese were minor components of the kill.
Small Canada Geesemade up about 3% of all waterfowl taken,
varying from < 1% at Moosonee-Moose Factoryto 5 % at Ft.
Severn. The kill pattern for small Canadas was more like that
for Snow Geese (57% shot in fall) than for large Canadas. It is
likelythatmostsmall
Canadas are shot incidentally while
hunters are concentrating onthe more abundant Snow Geese,
since the two species share similar habitats and migration patterns through the region. TheCree also took a few Brant
(mean 198, Table 2), Ross’s Geese (8 reported in 1976-77),
and White-fronted Geese(Anser albipons)(one in each of the
three years).
In contrast to coastal localities, ducks were far more importantthan geese atinlandvillages
(83% of total kill). The
seasonal pattern was also different betweenthetwo
areas;
7 1 % of the inland duck kill occurred in spring compared to
33% on the coast. Snow Geese were rarely taken inland. The
.largest inlandkill area of Canada Geese was Lansdowne
House, with an average kill of about 950. Apparently no other
inland village killed as many as 300 Canada Geese.

TABLE 2. Average waterfowl kill from 1974 to 1976 by Native hunters in Hudson Bay
Snow

Village

Canada
Fall Spring Total

Ft. Severn
Winisk
Attawapiskat
Kashechewan
Ft. Albany
Moosonee-Moose Factory
Inland Villages1
Total

1381
1256

2444 1395
6280
2924
5615 1768
5011 1367
8208 438
149
101

4943
38354
9297
29040

2637
3839
9204
7383
6378
8646
267

Lowland, Ontario

Large
Brant Small Canadas
Fall Spring Total
Fall Spring Total
319
242
914
1799
977
251
441

1359
1631
6370
5315
3276
2584
2617

114
131
576
232
240
6
34

18059 23152

1333

1040

1389
5456
3516
2299
2333
2026

202
159
329
69
92
49
121

316
290
905
301
332
55
155

1021 2354

Ducks
Spring Total

Fall Spring Total
Fall
12
0
14
96 9
28
2
I
0
54

12
0

14
105

20
13
3
0

48

144

198

15
4
0

227
845
2315
2026
1434

111 338
159 1 0 0 4
872
3187
1086 31 12
721
2155
1612 1225 2837
2542 7151 10082

I1W122715
11325

‘Kill estimateswereavailable for Bearskin Lake, Big Beaver House. Big Trout Lake, Cat Lake. Constance Lake,DeerLake,
Fort Hope, Hudson,
Kasabonika, Lac Saul, Lansdowne House,MooseRiver, Osnaburgh, PickleLake, Pikangikum, Round Lake,Sachigo,Savant, Sandy Lake, and Sioux
Lookout. Only figures for men trapping in Ontario were available for Island Lake, Little Grand Rapids, and Shamattawa. No estimates were available for
Auden and Ogoki, listed by Hanson and Currie (1957). For locations of all Indian villages in the area discussed see Figure 1.

Canada Goose kill took place in spring, forming 55% of that
kill, In contrast, the majority (76%)of Snow Geese weretaken
in fall, when they comprised 67% of the kill.
The species and seasonal trends describedabovewere
broadly similar for all coastal villages. Minor variations occurred at the two Hudson Bay communities, Ft. Severn and
Winisk, where a higher proportion of the spring kill was composed of Snow Geese (46%) than at-James Bay localities
( 25 %), and correspondingly fewer large Canadas (43% vs.
54%) were taken. Ft. Severn w.as the only place where the
spring kill exceeded the fall kill (56% of all waterfowl taken in
spring). At Moosonee-Moose Factoryjust 29% of the total kill
took place in spring, reflecting low numbers of Snow Geese
taken. Coastal and interior areas contrasted strongly in the

-

Pintails (Anus acutu) and Mallards (Anasplatyrhynchos)
were the most commonly taken species in both spring and fall
at coastal locations (Table 3). Pintails were relatively more
common in the kill at the two Hudson Bay villages than elsewhere, and Mallards formed a relatively higher proportion at
James Bay villages. Sea ducks and diving ducks neverformed
morethan 13% of the spring duckkill at any village; Oldsquaws (Clangula hyemalis)and scoters (Melanittu spp.) were
themain prey. Most ducksare taken opportunistically by
coastal hunters whilehunting geese, althoughseaducks are
sometimes specifically hunted along rivers during their spring
migration. Occasionally, flightless ducks are hunted during
the summer molt. TheAttawapiskatIndians take flightless
geese annually.

g

ose
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TABLE 3. Composition of duck killby Native hunters from Jamesand Hudson Bay coastal villages, Ontario, 1976-1977
Species

James Bay Villages (96)'

Fall
Pintail
Mallard
Black
12
Green-winged Teal
3
Sea and Diving ducks

49
35
12
3
1

Spring Total
47
73
33
5
5

Hudson

Bay Villages (%)?

Fall

Spring Total

48
34
12
3
3

67
17
13
8
1

51
28
12
2
7

9
4
2

'Attawapiskat. Kashechewan, Ft. Albany, Moosonee-Moose Factory. Total
ducks classified: 3944 in fall: 3218 in spring.
*Ft. Severn and Winisk. Total ducks classified: 833 in fall; 295 in spring.

Average

Kill per Hunter

The meanyearly kill of waterfowlper hunter at coastal
villages was more than 100 birds, ranging among communities
to 55 at Moosoneefrom 145 at WiniskandKashechewan
Moose Factory (Table 5 ) . Variation among hunters was extremely high. Some hunters shot but a single bird while the
most active and successful hunters killed in excess of 500.
SnowGoosebags were highest, particularly in fallwhen
they averaged 37 per hunter over the whole coast. The spring
kill of large Canada Geese averaged 26 per hunter. Average
bags at Ft. Severn and Moosonee-Moose Factory were lower
than at the other co#rnunities for most waterfowl groups.

Origins of Geese
Variation between Years

There were substantial year-to-year fluctuations in the kill at
coastal locations (Table 4). 1975-76 wasthe year ofthe
highest kill for all waterfowl, exceeding 1974-75 by 36% and
1976-77 by 43%. The takes of Snow Geese and small Canada
Geese were most variable (1975-76 kill exceeding the year of
lowestkill by 61 % and 67%, respectively), that of large
Canada Geesewas intermediate (34%) andthatof
ducks,
lowest (18%). The spring kill was particularly variable for
snow geese ( I 15% difference betweenhighestandlowest
years).

A kill estimate of geese taken by Indians in northern Ontario
isnotuseful
in itself for management purposes. It onlybecomes usefulwhen it canbe assigned to therelevant goose
populations. Through analyses of band recoveries, the kill at
each location was apportioned amongthe various goose stocks
involved (Table 6). Geese from the MVP and TVP together
made up 98% of the large Canada Goose kill (65% and 33%,
respectively). Mid-Atlantic and EPP birds each constituted
1 % of the kill. Sizeable numbers of Mid-Atlantic birds were
taken only at Moosonee-Moose Factory in the southeast, and
of EPP birds only at Ft. Severn and interior villages in the
western portion of the study area.

TABLE 4. Yearly and seasonal variation in waterfowl kill by Native hunters at James and Hudson Bay coastal villages, Ontario

Fall

Kind
Waterfowl
Snow Goose
Large Canada
Small Canada
Brant
Ducks

1974-75
26091
4293
1111

61
7863

6555
16230
636
126
3678

32646
20523
1747
187

36262
4999
I696

11541

9181

58

1975-76
Fall
Spring

Total

1976-77
Spring

14072
18509
I224
158
4430

50334
23508
2920
216
13611

24464

6820

4215

13362
839
144

1087
44
777 I

Total
31284
17577
1926
188
12183

4412

TABLE 5 . Mean bags of waterfowl by Cree hunters at James and Hudson Bay (Ontario) coastal villages, 1975 to 1977
Snow

Village

All Waterfowl
Spring Total
Fall

Ft, Severn'
Winisk
Attawapiskat
Kashechewan
MoosoneeMoose Factory2

25.5 28.1
30.2 52.8
18.1 43.5
14.6 52.9
13.6 59.7
3.1 22.4

'Data for 1974-75and 1976-77.
*Fall data for legal hunting season only.

Spring Total
Fall
Spring
Total
Fall
53.6
83.0
61.6
67.5
73.3
25.5

18.9
30.1
33.2
29.2
22.1
16.4

6.4
5.2
6.3
17.2
11.6
0.5

25.3
35.3
39.5
46.4
33.7
16.9

Fall

Total

43.2
78.0
58.6 69.8
53.5 Y1.4
43.5 91.3
28.5 26.9

93.3
145.2
128.4
144.9
134.8
55.4

Spring Total
Fall
Spring
3.4
3.4
2.0
0.6
0.9
0.4

3.2
1.7
4.0
2.2
2.8
0.1

6.6
5.1
6.0
2.8
3.7
0.5

2.3
3.5
5.3
9.1
6.9
8.6

7.8
21.8
16.0 21.3
19.1 28.2
17.2 24.1
3.9 12.5
5.5

18.3

50.1

67.2
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TABLE 6. Derivation of Indian goose kill in northern Ontario among separate subpopulations, based on analyses of weighted band recoveries
Large Canada Geese
Total Mid-Atl. TVP MVP
Pop.
Kill
(%) (5(X)
%)
(96)
Moosonee-Moose Factory
Ft. Albany-Kashechewan
Attawapiskat
Winisk
Ft. Severn
Interior Villages
Total

13

81

2584
14691 65 0
1631
0

1359
2617

0
0

23152

I

6

EPP

Small Canada Geese
Tall Grass Baffin
Prairie
Island

Total
Kill

66)

(%)

0

55

Snow Geese

Total
Kill

Eastern Western
Segment’ Segment2
(96)
(96)

0

100

8646

100

22965
17

83

3839
2637

49

51

92

8

0
0

1538

0

290

100

13

316

100

1

87
93

6

155

100

0

267

15

85

32

65

1

2354

32

68

38354

76

24

35
0
0

100

87

0
0 13

‘Eastern segment is Baffin Island and Cape Henrietta Maria colonies.
’Western segment is from colonies on Southampton Island and the west coast of Hudson Bay, after Boyd (1976).

Substantial numbers of Giant Canada Geese (B.c. muximu) comm. 1976) stated that participation in the spring hunt had
from breeding areas in the Great Lakes region now make molt religious significance for the Cree. Interestingly, it is still the
migrations to the Lowland in summer. While most arrive after spring hunt of Canada Geese that involves the highest proporthe spring hunt and leave before the fall hunt, a few are taken tion of hunters at each coastal community. Eighty-four percent
by the Cree. In time, the muxima component in the kill is like- of potential hunters took part in the spring hunt as compared to
ly to grow to measurable numbers.A small number ofatypical 74% in fall. Although the time spent hunting and number of
recoveries of CanadaGeese banded in nearlyall states be- geese bagged per hunter varied widely in each village, 93%of
tween Maine and Texas, as well as Nebraska, Utah,and Mon- all active hunters shot at least one Canada Goosein spring. It is
tana, have been recorded in the Lowland. Other populations perhaps significant that fewer hunters were active in the fall,
that have declined in numbers, or that have not been banded in even though travel was easier and geese were more abundant.
recent years, were formerly taken by the Lowland Cree (e.g. Only 80% of active hunters shot Lesser Snow Geese in fall.
There no doubt remains a strong psychological
pull to hunt the
from the St. Marks-Tallahassee area of Florida).
Small Canada Geese taken by hunters from Ft. Severn and first arriving Canada Geese after the long winter, whether or
Winisk come from the breeding areas of the Tall Grass Prairie not physical need for the fresh meat is still of paramount imPopulationatSouthampton Island and the McConnell River portance. Barnston (1862), Hanson and Smith (1950), Hanson
area of western Hudson Bay. Those taken along James Bay and Currie (1957), and Hanson and Gagnon (1964) have provided interesting accounts of the significance of waterfowl to
originate predominantly from the Foxe Basin area of Baffin
the Cree of Hudson Bay and James Bay.
Island and probably constitute a population which should be
considered separate from the Tall Grass birds for management
purposes.
Size of the Kill
Band recoveries of Snow Geese show that the kill on James
Bay originates primarily from colonies on Baffin Island and
The most complete documentation of the native waterfowl
CapeHenriettaMaria,Ontario,
whileontheHudson
Bay kill in the Ontario Hudson Bay Lowland was provided by Hancoast Snow Geese are mainly from Southampton Island, Mc- son and Currie (1957). By almost all of the earlier measures,
ConnellRiver and CapeHenriettaMaria.
In this analysis, the kill of both Snow Geese and Canada Geese seems to have
band recoveries up to 1971 were used (Dzubin et al., 1975), increased substantially in the past two decades (Table 7).
and we assumed that there were no differences in the origin of
Manyof the early figures seem to havebeen “guesstigeese between Indian and sport-hunter kills.
mates’’; however, figures compiled by Hansonand Currie
(1957) werebased on interviews with trappers, extrapolated to
DISCUSSION
account for licensed trappers not interviewed. Even though, as
those authorsstate, some non-trappers in each village probably
Participation in the Hunt
hunted waterfowl, themarkedly
higher estimates at most
There is no existing information on the proportion of Indians localities for the mid-1970s suggest that the kill has increased
who hunt waterfowl in the Hudson Bay Lowland. Since water- by a factor of about two for Snow Geese and perhaps three
fowl traditionally have been among the most important bush times for large CanadaGeese. AlthoughBarnston’s (1862)
foods in this area (e.g. Barnston, 1862; Rogers, 1966), it is estimates for all geese combined were closest to ours, at that
safe to assume that participation in waterfowlhunting has time Indians were employed to hunt geese to provision Hudalways been high. Theproportion ofpotential hunters who son’s Bay Company posts, so Barnston’s estimates did not
refer solely to personal consumption.
take part in the huntremainshigh
today. C. Currie(pers.
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TABLE 7. Comparison of previously published estimates of Native waterfowl kill in study area with those from this study

Source

Location

Year

Mean for
Kill
Estimate
study
this

Lesser Snow Goose

Honigmannl
Attawapiskat 9204 6280
194748
GagnonZ
Winisk
1947
Cmh2
Severn,Ft.
Winisk 3000
1954
Morin*
Ft. Severn
1955
Hanson and
1P46-47
Currie (1957) Ft. Albany
1955-56
Attawapiskat
Ft . Albany
1955-56
Moosonee
1955-56
Total
3161

loo0

3839

3000

2637

4ooo

13761
9204
13761
8646

6476

6653
5974
2110
14737

both Canada Goose and Lesser Snow Goose populations exploited by the Lowland Cree have roughly doubled (Reeveset
a l . , 1968; Kerbes, 1975; Gamble, 1978; Boyd, et al., 1982).
These increases have evidently also contributed to higher kills,
which differs fromHanson and Currie’s (1957) conclusion
that the Canada Goose kill at Ft. Severn and Winisk did not
rise between 1947 and 1955 despite a 335% increase in size of
the MVP.

Factors Aflecting the Kill

Thereare many factors other than the overall supplyof
geese and the number of hunters that influence the size of the
1
kill in any given year (Hanson and Currie, 1957). Weather is
Hanson and
probably most important since it affects migration patterns,
Whole coast
1964
30-3800
38087
Gagnon4 (I*)
and thereby the time and numbersofgeese
available to
hunters. In general, a fast breakup in spring reduces the kill
Lorge Canada Goose
because Canada Geese are able to disperse quickly to nesting
Hanson and
areas, and Snow Geese do not linger long at James Bayen
Ft.
Winisk 194546
4005
2990
Currie (1957) Severn,
IN647
4737
6370
route to more northerly breedinggrounds. A late and proAttawapiskat
Ft. Albany’
1953-54
5099
8591
longed spring thaw, on the other hand, delaysnest initiation by
3859
1954-55
Canada Geese,which are extremely vulnerableto hunters dur1955-56
4258
ing local flights near the coast and along rivers. Snow Geese
Honigmann’
Attawapiskat
194748 6370 1720
also spend longer periods on the coast in a late spring. SorneAI1 Geese
times both species make more than onenorth-south-north
Barnston (1862)’ Ft. Severn, Winisk 1860
loo00
10098
movement in response to changes in weather. An early freezeAttawapiskat,
up in fall affects thekill of Snow Geese more thanthatof
Ft. Albany3
39632
3oooO
Canada Geese, since the majority of the latter normally depart
Moosonee-Moose
the
areabefore
the end of September regardless of the
loo00
11289
Factory
weather.
Changes in lifestyle in the coastal villages in the past several
‘From Rogers (1966).
years have also had an effect on the size of the waterfowl kill.
*From Hanson and Currie (1957).
3Ft. Albany in early papers is referable to both Ft. Albany and KasheFar fewer families travel to interior traplines in autumn and
chewan.
stay until after breakup in spring. Hence, more hunters are on
‘No figures for specific settlements given, nor was the source of data used.
the
coast atboth seasons, leading to an increased kill. Al51ncorrectly cited as lesser snow geese only by Hanson and Currie (1957).
though more men noware regular wage earners, keeping them
Barnston (1892:7836)referred to the kill of “various species of geese”.
moreor lesstied to the villages, improvements in “bush”
transportation in the form of snowmobiles and modern outboard motors make prime hunting areas readily accessible
The apparentincrease seems to be a function of an increased within a few hours. High Canada Goose kills are made in this
number of hunters, and in the case of large Canada Geese, of manner in spring by weekend hunters. Community and perincreased mean kills per hunter. Our estimate of 495 hunters sonal freezers also enable larger quantities of geeseto be
was just over twice that of Hanson and Currie (1957) (241
quickly preserved.
licensed trappers). Althoughthe actual increase is probably
less thanthe numberssuggest(becausesomenon-trappers
hunted waterfowl and because we included many hunters who Seasonal Kill Patterns
shot only one or two geese), it presumably accounts, in part,
As Hanson and Currie(1957) also reported, most large
for the increased Snow Goose kill. The average bag of Snow
Canada Geese were shot in spring (78% in this study) and the
Geese reported by Hanson and Currie for Attawapiskat, Ft. majority of Snow Geese during the fall hunt (76%). A minor
Albany and Moosonee (49) was very similar to that found in change in kill pattern at Ft. Severn and Winisk is that about
this study (5 1). In contrast, Canada Goosebags appear to have 42% of the Snow Goose kill now occurs in spring, compared
doubled.For the same villages reported on by Hansonand
to 6 % given by Hanson and Currie (1957). This is conCurrie for 1954-56 (Ft. Severn, Winisk, Attawapiskat,and Ft. siderably higherthan at other localities whereproportions
Albany), we found a mean kill per hunter of 38, compared to have remained virtually the same. In Qukbec the Cree take a
18 in their study.
much larger proportion (48%) of their Canada Geese in fall,
In the twenty years separating the two studies, the sizes of compared to 22% in Ontario (Boyd, 1977).
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Accuracy of Kill Figures

We have no direct way of measuring the accuracy of
hunters’ estimates of kill. While stating that we believe most
hunters honestly tried to recall the size and composition of
their kill to the best of their ability, we can point to several internal consistencies in the data. Similar conclusions were made
by the James Bay and Northern Qukbec Native Harvesting Research Committee (1976) during studies in QuCbec.Among
the kill patterns that agreed with our expectations based on
knowledge of the geese are the relative size and makeup of the
kill among the various villages, seasonal trends in numbers for
different species, and differences in reported kill between
years.
Obviously, many hunters couldnot remember their exact
kill and tended to round off to the nearest five or ten birds.
However, we were impressed with the number who reported
apparently exact kill figures. We conclude that estimates given
in this paper are sufficiently accurate for purposes of management of the waterfowl populations involved.
Significance of Kill jor Manugement
The northern Ontario Indian kill of large Canada Geese
assumed a substantial portion of the Flyway harvest only for
MVP and TVP flocks. For the MVP, the Indian kill of 15 127
was 9% of the Flyway total and4% of the mean winter population, in the three years. The Indian kill of TVP geese was
about 7358, 13% of the total kill and 6%of the average winter
population. In Ontario the native kill of EPP and Mid-Atlantic
geese (335 each) was an insignificant component of the total
kill.
The three-year averge of 38 354 birds taken by Indians constituted 7% of the total harvest of mid-continent Lesser Snow
Geese. Large numbers are also taken in Qukbec by Cree and
Inuit hunters (James Bay and Northern Qudbec Native Harvesting Research Committee, 1976; Boyd, 1977). Adding
Boyd’s figure of 3 1 000 for 1973-75, Native hunters in the two
provinces accounted for 12% of the total kill of the Hudson
Bay population. Inventories of Lesser Snow Geese carried out
in winter consistently underestimate the true population by a
wide margin (e.g. Boyd et al., 1982), and breeding ground inventories (Kerbes, 1973, although more accurate, are not
done every year and do not take into account variations in production of young. Using the population estimates in Boyd et
al. (1982:13), the kill by Ontario Indians was about 1.6% of
the estimated fall flight. When the Qukbec Native kill is added,
the figure becomes 2.9%.
Estimating kill and numbers of small Canada Goose stocks
is difficult because of mixing that takes place among different
populations. The reported average kill of 2354 small Canadas
is roughly 5 % of the total kill and 2 %
’ of total numbers of Tall
Grass Prairie Canada Geese. Very few Brant are taken by Ontario Indians as compared to Qukbec (James Bay and Northern
QudbecNative Harvesting Research Committee, 1976), and
this kill is of negligible importance. Similarly, although an
average of 22 715 ducks were killed, this number is insignificant on a Flyway basis.
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